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Subject: European Project B-SAFE aims to improve knowledge and skills 

regarding internet security issues and personal data protection 

 

Portugal, January 2020 - In a online world where the digital presence of everyone is growing more and 

more each day, people need to be more aware about their behavior especially about the their personal 

data protection and online security. 

After the first output, that studied the current situation of data protection at European and country 

level, the second output of this project was focused in “Legal aspects of internet security”. 

The main conclusions in this second output where: 

- There are a lack of cybersecurity awareness, skills and standards by the overall society at European 

level; 

- There is still missing some legal information regarding these themes that difficult the understanding 

and the application of security measures;   

- Lack of training activities to improve the knowledge and competences about cybersecurity; 

- General lack of involvement between all the workforce in the cybersecurity strategy of companies; 

- It is necessary to improve information exchange and coordination between the legislation actors and 

the private and public sectors that should work alongside to answer some of the cybersecurity issues 

that may arise.  

 

The project has entered the next phase (Output 3: Development of the specialized texts) where the goal 

is to create suitable and effective learning materials in several languages (English, Portuguese, Czech 

and Austrian) for the B-SAFE Curriculum that will be available in the online platform of this project until 

September of this year. With the help of the developed materials people of the training can repeat 

lessons, look up information and practice tasks as they will appear in the final test for the evaluation of 

learning success.  
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